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• A model of Key Competences. UNESCO. Lisbon, 2000
• Universal Soft Skills
• Catholic Schools Whole Child Development approach
• A movement “In favor of innovation”. Catholic Schools, 2010
• Conclusion “The future is today”
Key Competence Model

Every educational system sets up a model of citizen and citizenship

In two places:
- UNESCO, 1998
- Council of Europe: Lisbon Conference, 2000

Key competences (EU key competences)

1. Communication in the mother tongue
2. Communication in foreign languages
3. Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
4. Digital Competence
5. Learning to learn
6. Social and civic competences
7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
8. Cultural awareness and expression
Key Competence Model in Spain

- Competence in language communication
- Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology
- Digital competition
- Competence to learn to learn
- Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
- Consciousness and cultural expressions
- Social and civic competences
Universal Soft Skills

Soft skills are character traits and interpersonal skills that characterize a person’s relationships with other people.
A Whole Child Development Approach

Inside our roots is the education based on values. Humanistic christianity. The perception of the human being as a whole, and the continuous search for innovation.
And a lot of more…
How?

• Values of the Catholic Schools (solidarity, inclusion…)
• Formal Education (competences inside the curriculum)
• Informal Education
• Non-Formal Education (open schools 7 days a week)
• Always in collaboration with the families
• A centered-student approach
• Accompaniment of the student in his personal development
MOVEMENT
“In favor of innovation”
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SOFT SKILLS INSIDE OUR CLASSROOMS
Program “Teachers in action”

- Multiple Intelligences Theory (Gardner, 1983)
- Cooperative Learning (Johnson & Johnson)
- Culture of Thinking (Perkins, Project Zero)
- Mobile Learning
- Authentic Assessment
MOVEMENT IN FAVOR OF INNOVATION

10369
TRAINING HOURS

106 VISITS TO INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS

130
Groups of owners

29 Regional training sessions

146 blog publications
www.porlainnovacioneducativa.es

And 73,000 annual visits

Film trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNqmcSqksPM

6
Training promotions with 39 training sessions in Madrid

6334 Teachers and headmasters trained

9456 Followers in Twitter
#profesinnovadores @porlainnovacion

The first tweet of the 3rd promotion has 7,056 views

30 hours of recording for video
90 interview

Blog
The Future is today

Catholic Schools aims to offer the maximum number of learning opportunities to every child. Soft skills have always been at the heart of our whole child development approach. And nowadays we will continue working them inside the classrooms with the support of our institutions, headmasters and teachers. Being inspired by those who investigate for the Common Good.
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